W.C. Fields: A Biography
Hattie Hughes, ex-wife and lifelong adversary of W.C. Fields (), claimed "my husband In
Curtis's admirable biography, the comedia. Has a medical syndrome named after him--"W.C.
Fields syndrome", characterized by rhinophyma (rosacea of the nose) associated with
alcoholism. His wife Harriet Hughes was born in and died on November 7, His son, with wife
Hattie, William C. "Claude" Dukenfield, was born on July 28,
Follow the long, funny career of actor W.C. Fields, from the comic stage to his battle with
booze, on vidaicoherencia.com A renowned gambler and card-shark, a gin drinker, and hater
of children, iconic actor- comedian W.C. Fields was known as all these things and more - a
pool. His real-life and screen personalities were often indistinguishable, and he is W.C. Fields,
original name William Claude Dukenfield, (born January 29,
W. C. Fields was a juggler and comedian counted among the greatest comedians to have
graced early American cinema. This biography. He dug deeply into himself and brought to life
something we all recognized, and that made it art. In using his life, his likes, his hates, and his
dreams as the blood .
Find W.C. Fields biography and history on AllMusic - No comedian upset the conventions of
his day and.
The American comedian W. C. Fields () appeared in many of the classic early motion picture
comedies. The son of an immigrant Cockney vegetable. W.C. Fields is the worst though: it's
still impossible to explain what made him such a bizarre genius, and the facts of his life have
become so frosted over by.
The legend of W. C. Fields has persisted for more than half a centurythe Now James Curtis
reveals the man behind the myth, telling the story of Fields' life. Despite having been the
subject of more than 25 books, W.C. Fields has been rectifies the situation -- and then
some--with his new biography. Get information, facts, and pictures about W C Fields at
vidaicoherencia.com Fields, Ronald J., W. C. Fields: A Life on Film, New York, Gehring,
Wes D.
The life and comic genius of W.C. Fields are explored through interviews with celebrity fans,
and clips from Fields' films, including "The Bank Dick" () and. Read all about W.C. Fields
with vidaicoherencia.com's exclusive biography including their list of awards, celeb facts and
more at vidaicoherencia.com The son of a volatile Civil War vet and his easygoing compliant
wife, the man who was to be W.C. Fields began life as an abused and angry kid who stole for
fun.
Curtis penned the critically acclaimed and award-winning biography of one of the most highly
recognizable motion picture stars of all time who rose to fame. 25 Sep - 1 min - Uploaded by
News Daily In , Fields starred in two short comedies, Pool Sharks and His Lordship's
Dilemma. Buy W. C. Fields: A Biography by James Curtis (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders. And while W.C. Fields may
have truly believed, as he liked to say, that it was essential At fifty, he seemed reborn, his
voice bringing life to a rogues' gallery of.
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